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1 Introduction

Sometimes you know what the curves are in your scenario, but transversality fails and you want to

know how to count them. We will explain how to glue things when transversality fails “but not too

badly”. We might not need polyfolds, but we definitely need something... like obstruction bundles.

The point is that if transversality fails, i.e. dim coker(Du) > 0, then perhaps the cokernel

remains constant as you vary over the moduli of non-transverse curves, and so we can form an

(obstruction) bundle. If the dimension of the cokernel jumped around, we would need some other

technique, such as Kuranishi structures.

The main references for this document are the two papers “Gluing I+II” by Hutchings-Taubes,

and the July 2014 blog post of Hutchings called “gluing a flow line to itself”.

Remark 1.1. Use Z2-coefficients to ignore orientations.

2 S1-valued Morse theory

Consider a finite-dimensional manifold X, an S1-valued Morse function f : X → S1 (it’s locally

Morse), and a metric g (which defines the gradient ∇f). There can be infinitely many flowlines

between two critical points of ∇f , by winding around in X along f∗∂t. To count the flowlines (i.e.

to define the Morse differential ∂), fix some regular value θ ∈ S1 and consider the Novikov ring

Λ = Z[[T ]]. For p ∈ criti(f) define

∂(p) =
∑

q∈criti−1(f)

∞∑
k=0

#|Mk(q, p)|T k · q

where Mk(p, q) is the space of index-1 flowlines u : q  p that cross f−1(θ) precisely k times.
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Suppose you have a homotopy of data (ft, gt) which is not Morse-Smale (generic) at t = 0. It

can be the case that there is an index-0 flowline u0 : q  q such that u0 · f−1(θ) = 1, which allows

a multiply-broken flowline

q
u0 q

u0 q
u0 q

u0 q
u+
 p

with ind(u+) = 1. How many ways does this glue to a nearby flowline for t 6= 0?

Example 2.1. It can be the case that at time t < 0 there is a single flowline q  p, and then an

orbit q  q pops into existence at t = 0 to give a broken flowline q  q  p, and then this melds

into a single (longer) flowline q  p.

Example 2.2. (Gerig discussion) A toy example would be “tilting the torus” (fixing f and

varying g). Standing straight up at t = 0, there are two non-transverse index-0 flowlines between

the saddle points of the torus. Consider a broken flowline with one of these index-0 flowlines and

an index-1 flowline (between the maximum and the higher saddle point). As you tilt, this broken

flowline might glue to an index-1 flowline (between the maximum and the lower saddle point).

The reason we ask is because we need to keep track of how the chain complex changes along

the homotopy (at the “bifurcation times”), in order to show that the homology is invariant (i.e.

independent of the data). It turns out we can compare the differential before and after the non-

transverse time t = 0. It is a lemma that there exists a power series A = 1 ± T + · · · ∈ Λ such

that ∂+ = Aq ◦ ∂− ◦ A−1q , where Aq(q) = A · q and Aq(p 6= q) = p. In particular, A takes into

consideration the created/destroyed flowlines, and from this relation we can prove invariance of

the homology (i.e. build a chain homotopy equivalence). It is a fact that A = (1± T )±1, so using

Z2-coefficients A is either 1 + T or
∑∞

n=0 T
n.
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2.1 Warmup: gluing in a transverse scenario

To show that ∂2 = 0, we study the boundary of the moduli space of index-2 flowlines. Consider

a broken flowline r
u−
 q

u+
 p with ind(u±) = 1 and ind(r) = i − 1, ind(q) = i, ind(p) = i + 1.

Here the vector field is V = ∇f and the flowline-equation is ∂su − V (u) = 0 for u : R → X. The

linearization of this equation is the “deformation operator”

Du : L2
1(u
∗TX)→ L2(u∗TX) , ξ 7→ ∇sξ −∇ξV

The flowlines u± are both transverse, i.e. Du± is surjective. We want to “glue” u− and u+ together

to get an honest flowline near the broken flowline.

Choose a coordinate chart in a neighborhood of q ∈ X. Choose a “gluing” parameter R >> 0,

translate u+ upward by R
2 and u− downward by R

2 . Fix cutoff functions β± as shown below, with

|∂β±∂s | = O( 1
R).

For C0-small ψ± ∈ Γ(u∗±TX), consider the deformed pre-glued curve

U = β−(u− + ψ−) + β+(u+ + ψ+)

where u± are appropriately translated and we implicitly use the exponential map and coordinate

chart. The parameter R is used to “break” U by pulling u+ and u− far apart. We want to know

when U is an honest flowline. Assume for simplicity that in the coordinate chart, V is linear and

hence (∂s−V ) distributes over each terms in U (otherwise there are extra error terms to deal with).

Then (∂s − V )U =

β+(∂sβ−)(u− + ψ−) + β−(u− +∇sψ−)

+β−(∂sβ+)(u+ + ψ+) + β+(u+ +∇sψ+)

−β−(V (u−) +∇ψ−V +Q−(ψ−))− β+(V (u+) +∇ψ+V +Q+(ψ+))

where we inserted an extra β± attached to ∂sβ∓ WLOG because β± = 1 on the support of ∂sβ∓,

and Q± is some nonlinear operator resulting from the nonlinearity of V outside of the coordinate
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chart. Denoting D± = Du± and noting that (∂s − V )u± = 0,

(∂s − V )U = β−Θ−(ψ−, ψ+) + β+Θ+(ψ−, ψ+)

Θ±(ψ−, ψ+) = β±(D±ψ± −Q±(ψ±) + (∂sβ∓)(u∓ + ψ∓))

We need these to vanish in order for U to be a flowline!

Lemma 2.3. If R >> 0 then ∃! (ψ−, ψ+) with ψ± ⊥ ker(D±) such that Θ±(ψ−, ψ+) = 0.

Proof. Consider the inverse D−1± : target(D±)
∼=→ ker(D±)⊥. Then Θ± = 0 if and only if

ψ± = D−1± (Q±(ψ±) + (∂sβ∓)(u∓ + ψ∓))

Choose R >> ||D−1± ||op and now use the Contraction Mapping Principle.

The lemma gives Θ− = 0 and Θ+ = 0 individually, so you would think it’s possible for them

to be nonzero yet cancel in the sum. If this were the case then it wouldn’t be unique, because you

can add a term to ψ− and subtract it from ψ+ to preserve the zero sum. But it turns out this isn’t

possible, because the “gluing map” is surjective:

{R >> 0} ∼= {gluings}

To say a brief word on how the gluing map is surjective, take a nearby flowline to the broken

flowline (u−, u+) and choose R so that the deformed pre-glued curve approximates the nearby

flowline. Away from the gluing area we can immediately determine ψ± uniquely (where β± = 1),

and now we just have to prove that it extends uniquely into the gluing region.

2.2 Gluing in a simple non-transverse scenario

Now go back to the homotopy (ft, gt) and assume we have a broken flowline r
u−
 q

u+
 p at time

t = 0 (where the data is not Morse-Smale), with ind(r) = ind(q) = ind(p)−1 and hence ind(u+) = 1

and ind(u−) = 0. Assume u− is not cut out transversely, but the data is generic in the sense that

u− has 1-dimensional coker(Du−).
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Analogous to the previous subsection, take gluing parameters (R, t) and other inputs (ψ−, ψ+)

for deforming a pre-glued flowline into an honest flowline in time. Then we have a flowline iff

β−Θ− + β+Θ+ = 0

Θ±(ψ−, ψ+, t) = D±ψ± + (∂sβ∓)(u∓ + ψ∓)− t∂tV + · · ·

Lemma 2.4. If R >> 0 and 0 < |t| << 1 then ∃! (ψ−, ψ+) with ψ± ⊥ ker(D±) such that

Θ+(ψ−, ψ+) = 0 and Θ−(ψ−, ψ+) ⊥ im(D−).

Proof. Similar to the other proof, using the Contraction Mapping Principle. Denote
∏

to be the

projection onto the image of D−, and consider D−1− : im(D−)
∼=→ ker(D−)⊥. Then

∏
Θ− = 0 if and

only if

ψ− = D−1−
∏

(· · · )

So for a given (R, t) there is an obstruction to glue, namely Θ−. The resolution is to form the

obstruction bundle O → M over the moduli M = {(R, t)} whose fiber is coker(D−) ∼= R, and

note that s :=
∏

coker(D−) Θ− is a section! Note that the bundle is trivial, because u− is fixed and

only the gluing data varies. As a fact, s is generically smooth and transverse to the 0-section, and

s−1(0) gives the number of gluings to honest flowlines. Note that this zero-set is not an Euler class,

because the moduli M is noncompact (it is a “relative Euler class” after fixing some boundary

behavior of the moduli).

To compute the actual number, we go back to the deformation equation β−Θ− + β+Θ+ = 0.

Since 0 = Θ+ = D+ψ+ + (∂sβ−)(u− + ψ−)− t∂tV + · · · and the terms in the ellipsis are “small”,

ψ+ must decay where ∂sβ− 6= 0. For R large, that means ψ+ is negligible where it shows up in

Θ− = D−ψ− + (∂sβ+)(u+ + ψ+)− t∂tV + · · · . Now note that for s << 0 we have u+(s) ≈ e−λ−sη

before translating, where λ− is the smallest positive eigenvalue of Hessf (q) and η is an eigenvector

determined by the asymptotics of u+. In the deformation equation, u+ is translated upwards by

R, which counteracts for its exponential decay in the negative direction. Thus,

∏
coker(D−)

Θ− ≈
∏

coker(D−)

(∂sβ+ · u+)− t ≈ e−λ−Rη − t
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where now η ∈ R − {0}, and we chose an identification coker(D−) ≈ R so that
∏

coker(D−) ∂tV

corresponds to 1. The RHS is called the “linearized section”

s0(R, t) = e−λ−Rη − t

The fact is that for fixed |t| << 1 this section has the same signed count of zeros as the original

section (on the set of R >> 0), the point being that this leading order term is much larger than

the other terms we dropped. In particular, if the signs of η and t are different then there are no

zeros (i.e. no ways to glue), and if the signs are the same then there is a unique R with s0 = 0 (i.e.

one way to glue).

Example 2.5. (Gerig discussion) In the tilted torus example, there are 8 broken flowlines when

the torus stands straight up. Try drawing images to see which ones glue into flowlines as you tilt

the torus. It should turn out that 4 broken flowlines glue as you tilt in one direction while the

other 4 glue as you tilt in the other direction, thanks to the obstruction bundle calculation.

2.3 Gluing in the original scenario

Now we try to glue the broken flowline q
u−
 q

u−
 q

u+
 p. Here the gluing parameters are (t, R1, R2)

where R1 refers to translating (u−, u+) and R2 refers to translating (u−, u−). As in the previous

subsection, we get gluing equations

e−λ−R1η + e−λ+R2η+ − t = 0

e−λ−R2η− − t = 0

where λ+ is the largest negative eigenvalue and λ− is the smallest positive eigenvalue (of Hessian

at q) and η± comes from the asymptotics of u− (while η comes from u+). The obstruction bundle

is defined over {(t, R1, R2)} with fiber coker(D−) ⊕ coker(D−), and we can analyze the gluing

equations to read off the number of gluings. In particular, if η− and t have the same sign then we

can solve the 2nd equation uniquely for R2. Otherwise, there are more conditions which depend

on the sign of |λ−| − |λ+| 6= 0.

Remark 2.6. There are some genericity assumptions floating around.
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3 Nonlinear gluing for J-holomorphic curves

Consider a 3-manifold (Y, λ) equipped with a nondegenerate contact form. Let J be a generic

almost complex structure on Rs × Y , admissible in the sense that it is R-invariant and sends the

contact structure ξ to itself and sends ∂s to the Reeb field R. Let u : (Σ, j) → (R × Y, J) be a

J-holomorphic curve whose ends asymptotically approach Reeb orbits {γ} as s→ ±∞.

A problem that arises is trying to glue curves along a branched cover of a “trivial cylinder” R×γ.

In the scenario of ECH, to prove ∂2ECH = 0 we cannot use Gromov compactness to compactify

MI=2(α−, α+) into a 1-manifold with boundary, because this moduli can have infinitely many

components (due to these IECH = 0 branched covers which are necessarily non-transverse and

appear as levels in a broken I = 2 curve). So we need to find out what ways curves can break. The

main example is an index-2 embedded curve which limits to a twice-broken curve (u−, u0, u+) such

that ind(u±) = 1 and ind(u0) = 0, with u0 a branched cover of a trivial cylinder (this curve is not

R-invariant because the branch point would move under translation).

Let γ be a simple elliptic Reeb orbit, which means the linearized return map Pγ : (ξγ(0), dλ)→

(ξγ(0), dλ) of the Reeb flow is conjugate (as a symplectic matrix) to rotation by 2πθ (with respect to

some fixed trivialization τ), where θ is irrational by nondegeneracy. Let u0 : Σ
π→ R×γ ↪→ R×Y be

a J-holomorphic cover of degree d (with b branch points), whose positive ends (indexed by i) each

hit γ with multiplicities {ai}, and whose negative ends (indexed by j) each hit γ with multiplicities

{bj}. Its Fredholm index is

ind(u0) = −χ(Σ) + 2c1(ξ|γ , τ) +
∑
i

CZτ (γai)−
∑
j

CZτ (γbj )

Here the relative 1st Chern class vanishes (τ extends to a global trivialization of the bundle along

the curve), and a combinatorial computation involving CZτ (γa) = 2baθc+ 1 shows that this index

is nonnegative, with ind(u0) = 0 iff g(Σ) = 0 and
∑

idaiθe = ddθe and
∑

jbbjθc = bdθc.
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The moduli space {u0} of such index-0 covers has dimension 2b (moving the branch points), so

transversality fails. To handle this, note that the normal bundle N of Σ is given by pullback π∗NR×γ

of the normal bundle of the trivial cylinder, and consider the “normal deformation operator”

DN
u0 : Γ(N)→ Γ(T 0,1Σ⊗N) which describes deformations of u0 that fix the branch points (roughly

speaking). Then it can be argued that ker(DN
u0) = 0 for all u0, because otherwise such a nonzero

element ψ ∈ ker(DN
u0) would satisfy ψ−1(0) ≤

∑
ibaiθc −

∑
jdbjθe by computing winding numbers,

and by definition of the ceiling/floor function this is bounded above by bdθc − ddθe = −1, whereas

ψ−1(0) ≥ 0 by the Carleman similarity principle. As a consequence,

dim coker(DN
u0) = − ind(DN

u0) = −(ind(u0)− 2b) = 2b

and there is a well-defined obstruction bundle O over the moduli space M = {R1, R2, u0} with

fiber coker(DN
u0). Note that unlike in the previous examples, this bundle can be nontrivial because

the fiber varies with the basepoint.

Let us compute the number of gluings in the case that u0 describes a pair-of-pants (b = 1). The

deformation equation for (u−, u0, u+) takes the form

β−Θ−(ψ−, ψ0) + β0Θ0(ψ−, ψ0, ψ+) + β+Θ+(ψ−, ψ0, ψ+) = 0

Θ− = (∂̄β0)u0 +D−ψ− + · · ·

Θ0 = (∂̄β−)u− + (∂̄β+)u+ +D0ψ0 + · · ·

Θ+ = (∂̄β0)u0 +D+ψ+ + · · ·

and the lemma is that (for gluing parameters sufficiently large) there exists a unique triple (ψ−, ψ0, ψ+)

such that ψ± ⊥ ker(D±) and Θ± = 0 and Θ0 ⊥ im(DN
0 ).

Fix large gluing parameters R1, R2 and consider the moduliMR of the covers u0 whose (image

of) branch point is contained in the compact subset [−R,R]× γ. Here R is dictated by R1 and R2,

because the branch point can’t run into the gluing regions. Since u0 is determined by the location

of its branch point, MR ≈ [−R,R]× S1 with coordinates (r, θ).

It is a fact that the obstruction section

s =
∏

coker(DN
0 )

Θ0 ≈
∏

coker(DN
0 )

((∂̄β−)u− + (∂̄β+)u+)

is transverse to the 0-section for generic J . We want to write down the linearized section s0. It is

another fact that for sufficiently large R (hence gluing parameters R1, R2), s0 has the same number

of zeros as s, and that the count is independent of R >> 0.
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Since the linearized Reeb flow is J-linear along γ, the deformation operator DN
0 is C-linear and

hence coker(DN
0 ) ∼= C. Under this identification,

s0 : [−R,R]× S1 → C , (r, θ) 7→ αeλ+s+it − βe−λ−s+0

which has a contribution from the asymptotics of the negative end of u+ and a contribution from

the asymptotics of the positive end of u−. We now use complex analysis to compute the number

of zeros, namely

#s−10 (0) = wind(s0|{R}×S1)− wind(s0|{−R}×S1) = 1− 0 = 1

Remark 3.1. For general u0 that appears in this gluing problem, it turns out that the number of

gluings is 1 if and only if you’re in the setting of ECH (to prove ∂2ECH = 0). Miraculous.

Remark 3.2. In general, the obstruction bundle O →M for gluing takes the following form. The

base space is M =
{
{Mi}, {gluing parameters}

}
where Mi is a moduli of non-transverse curves,

and the fiber is
⊕

i coker(Di). Here we want dim coker(Di) to be constant over the curves in

Mi. The section s =
∏
i

∏
coker(Di)

Θi describes the number of gluings (by counting its zeros). To

actually compute the count, we take the “leading order terms” of s to define the linearized section

s0 (whose zeros should be “easily” computable), and we then need to argue that s−1(0) ≈ s−10 (0).

4 Linear gluing (Gerig discussion)

Let’s briefly sketch a linearized version of gluing, where the “obstruction bundle” takes the form of

an exact sequence. The setting is where we have bundles over Riemann surfaces E± → C± which

glue to E → C = C+#RC− (assuming the ends of the curves match up and we have trivializations

of the bundles at these ends), and associated Cauchy-Riemann type operators D± : Γ(E±) →

Γ(T 0,1C± ⊗ E±). Let DC be such an operator over C which has |DC − D±| small in the gluing

region (for large R) and DC = D± away from the gluing region. When can you glue two elements

x± ∈ ker(D±) to an element of ker(DC)? It turns out that there is an exact sequence which

describes the obstruction:

0→ ker(DC)→ ker(D−)⊕ ker(D+)
f→ coker(D−)⊕ coker(D+)→ coker(DC)→ 0
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In particular, the failure to glue is the failure of f(x−, x+) to be zero. The proof of this sequence

involves looking at DCψ = β−Θ− + β+Θ+ where ψ = β−ψ− + β+ψ+, and finding unique ψ± to

obtain particular values of Θ±(ψ−, ψ+).

Remark 4.1. A general application of linear gluing is to coherently orient your moduli spaces, where

an orientation is given by the determinant line bundle of the operator.

5 Finite-dimensional toy example (Gerig discussion)

Let f : X → Y be a smooth map between compact oriented smooth n-manifolds. The “Sard’s

theorem” version of the degree of f is given by

deg(f) =
∑

p∈f−1(q)

ε(p)

where ε(p) = ±1 and q ∈ Y is a regular value, i.e. dfp is surjective for all p ∈ f−1(q).

Now suppose we try to do this when q is not regular, but “not too critical”. Here we will take

this to mean three conditions:

(1) f−1(q) is a k-submanifold

(2) dfp has constant rank n− k along the level set f−1(q)

(3) dfp has full rank near f−1(q)

Define the obstruction bundle Rk ↪→ O → f−1(q) with fiber Op = Coker(dfp). The claim is that

the Euler class e(O) ∈ Hk(f−1(q)) recovers the degree:

deg(f) = e(O) = ψ−1(0)

for a generic section ψ ∈ Γ(O).

Remark 5.1. The reason for (1) and (2) is to build O, and the reason for (3) is to build an explicit

ψ which recovers the degree (given later). Note that (2) does not imply (1). For example, the

function x2 : R→ R has critical point 0 with vanishing derivative, so its corank is 1 while the level

set is 0-dimensional. We would need the rank of df to be constant in an open neighborhood of

f−1(q) in order to deduce (1) from the Constant Rank Level Set Theorem; this contradicts (3).
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Implicitly use the exponential map and Gaussian normal coordinates around q. Fix a generic

(regular value) q′ ∈ Y near q. Then there exists a unique point s(p) ∈ Npf
−1(q), in the normal

bundle of f−1(q) at p, such that

ψ(p) ≡ f(s(p))− q′ ∈ Coker(dfp)

Indeed, decompose q′ into Im(dfp) and Coker(dfp) components and then look for the point in

f(Npf
−1(q)) which has the same Im(dfp) component.

Genericity of ψ ∈ Γ(O) should follow from genericity of q′ ∈ Y − crit(f).

Also, ψ(p) ≈
∏

Coker(dfp)
q′.

Now to prove the desired claim, we just have to note as a corollary that there is a bijection

between the 0-submanifold f−1(q′) and

S = {p ∈ f−1(q) | ψ(p) = 0}

If x ∈ S then f(s(x)) = q′ so that s(x) ∈ f−1(q′), and this point is unique. If x ∈ f−1(q′) then

(since Nf−1(q) has full rank) there is a unique point p ∈ f−1(q) such that x ∈ Npf
−1(q), and so

x = s(p) by definition of s(·), and hence p ∈ S.

Example 5.2. The function (x2, y) : R2 → R2 has critical set {(0, y)} of dimension 1 and corank

1, though the corank is not constant: df(x,y) =
(
2x 0
0 1

)
. All three conditions are met, but this isn’t

a good example since the map isn’t surjective (so the degree is zero).

Example 5.3. (Blow-ups) Take X = Bl0(R2) = {((x, y), [z : w]) ∈ R2×RP 1 | xz− yw = 0} and

Y = R2. The blow-down map f : Bl0(R2)→ R2 is surjective, has degree 1, and its critical set is the
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exceptional divisor RP 1. Explicitly, there are two coordinates charts U1 = {(x, y, z) | y − xz = 0}

and U2 = {(x, y, w) | x−yw = 0} for Bl0(R2), and f is projection onto the xy-coordinates. Written

another way, f |U1 is given by (x, z) 7→ (x, xz) with critical set {(0, z)}, and similarly for f |U2 .

Now check that the Euler class of the R-line bundle O → RP 1 has value 1, which means the

obstruction bundle is the “infinite Mobius strip”. I didn’t check.

More generally, π : M#CPn = Blx(M) → M of a complex n-manifold has degree 1. To see

this, either use any (regular) value in M −{x} for which the map is bijective, or compute the Euler

class of the nontrivial Cn-vector bundle O → CPn.
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